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AbsTRACT
The concepts of the participative Web, mass collaboration, and collective intelligence grow out of a set
of Web methodologies and technologies which improve interaction with users in the development, rating,
and distribution of user-generated content. UGC is one of the cornerstones of Web 2.0 and is the core
concept of several different kinds of applications. UGC suggests new value chains and business models; it proposes innovative social, cultural, and economic opportunities and impacts. However, several
open issues concerning semantic understanding and managing of digital information available on the
Web, like information overload, heterogeneity of the available content, and effectiveness of retrieval are
still unsolved. The research experiences we present in this chapter, described in literature or achieved
in our research laboratory, are aimed at reducing the gap between users and information understanding, by means of collaborative and cognitive filtering, sentiment analysis, information extraction, and
knowledge conceptual modeling.
DOI: 10.4018/978-1-60566-384-5.ch018
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INTRODUCTION
The Web of the 1990s, identified after as Web
1.0, has been a read-only medium for the majority of users, even if the original idea of Tim
Berners-Lee was related to a read-write Web (the
first browser, named WorldWideWeb, was also a
HTML editor). In 2004, the term Web 2.0 firstly
used by Dale Dougherty during a O`Reilly Media
brainstorming session has been defined by Tim
O`Reilly (2007) as “the business revolution in
the computer industry caused by the move to the
Internet as platform, and an attempt to understand
the rules for success on that new platform”. Web
2.0 is characterized by active participation and
interaction of users that become Web’s authors
and can directly create, express themselves and
communicate.
The innovative approach represented by Web
2.0 is only marginally related with the availability
of a real technological advance in intercommunication technologies, it represents rather a new
way of thinking, a new business opportunity that
makes it very simple to create and share contents
online and transforms every individual user of the
Web into a potential producer; in this way, users
may express themselves through User-Generated
Content (UGC). Examples of UGC range from
social bookmarking (e.g., del.icio.us) to photo
and video sharing (e. g., Flickr and YouTube),
from social networking sites (e.g., Myspace,
Friendster, Facebook) to virtual world content
(e.g., Second Life), from wikis (e.g., Wikipedia) to
social-media blogs (e.g., BoingBoing, Engadget)
and podcasting.
Web 2.0 changed, in the last few years, the
vision of both personal and commercial websites,
moving from large, closed and centralized repositories of static information to dynamic aggregators
of heterogeneous contents, integrated into the
Internet platform. This trend has been confirmed
by the ever growing amount of API users can adopt
to integrate their own applications and sites with
the most important Web 2.0 applications, like, for

example, YouTube or Flickr, implementing the
so-called architecture of participation, where user
interaction is encouraged in order to add value to
the application itself.
Users can be effectively part of the development of Web 2.0 applications, by identifying the set
of required features and validating the yet implemented ones, reducing the life cycle of applications
and improving their usability, in a development
approach known as perpetual beta.
Users interaction with Web 2.0 applications is
exploited by Web services developers and providers because it also allows enriching the application
contents by means of harnessing collective intelligence expressed by users. Tim O`Reilly (2007)
shows how some of the most successful applications, which survived the transition between Web
1.0 and Web 2.0, are all characterized by a common
property: the integration of users collective intelligence into their information flow. In particular
the author presents the cases of Amazon, which
obtained most of its success thanks to the books
reviews written by users, and Google, whose
ranking criteria, PageRank, is strongly based on
the assumption that people used to link at most,
in their personal websites, interesting and trusted
documents.
The phenomenon of active participation has
created a new platform for people to communicate with each other, to find new ways to build
up and strengthen their own identity and to be a
part of a group and participate to its evolution; it
has been implemented by means of a new ease to
use authoring tools, like the platforms for blogging (WordPress), social networking (MySpace,
FaceBook) or media sharing (YouTube, Flickr).
In addition to new graphical interfaces, Web 2.0
applications introduce the new concept of the
syndication. Syndication is defined as a service
used to notify to a set of subscribers the updates,
which take place on a Web 2.0 content, such as
the event generated by the publication of a new
article into a personal blog. Syndication acts not
only as a tool for resource monitoring but also
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as a key element in achieving of the integration
between heterogeneous data available on different sources. A typical example of this approach
to information access is represented by blogging,
one of the most common activities introduced by
Web 2.0 philosophy. Syndication can enrich a blog
by transforming it into a live (or incremental) web
site (Skrenta, 2005) an entity able to interact with
subscribers in order to notify them updates but also
to act as a subscriber itself to integrate information
coming from other syndicated sources.
Web 2.0 enables users to provide content as well
as metadata, and to interact and sharing, producing,
as side effect, information explosion and overload
and highlighting some limitations, as lacking of
accuracy of the retrieval tools and difficulty to a
create adaptive filtering mechanisms with respect
to user information needs and profile.
The idea of the Semantic Web (also called
Web 3.0) is to apply semantic technologies in
order to fill the knowledge gap between human
and machine; it effectively moves from a featurebased representation of information (e.g. the
keyword-based representation of textual contents
or the level-histogram representation adopted to
achieve retrieval of images and multimedia contents) to a knowledge representation, based on a
common set of shared ontologies and reasoning
rules. Different authors used the term Web 3.0 in
order to represent the features related with application interoperability, ubiquitous and mobile
computing, three-dimensional environments and
semantic ontologies, indicating them as probable
cornerstones of the Web of the next decade.
The research related to semantic aspects concerns many different research fields of Artificial Intelligence, like machine learning, natural language
processing, database reasoning and knowledge
representation. New and even more sophisticated
methods for analyzing text and processing natural
language will allow to develop automatic semantic
tools which are capable of filtering information
on the basis of the topic, identifying and extracting specific data, understanding the polarity
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of an opinion written by a user and organizing
documents for similarity. With the employment
of these and other techniques, like social network
analysis, will pave path to the development of
new knowledge management models and tools
with a specific focus.
This chapter is organized as follow: after a first
section dedicated to the classification of UGC applications, we discuss open issues and limitations
in accessing, analyzing and extracting UGC and
we present in a separate section a brief survey of
those systems that integrate some of the features
related with semantic representation and extraction from UGC. In this context, we propose our
improvements in the area of information filtering,
knowledge representation and sentiment analysis.
Finally we focus our attention on economical
implications of Web 2.0 and future trends. Conclusions end the chapter.

CLAssIFICATION OF
UGC APPLICATIONs
UGC, also referred as User-Created Content
(UCC) or Consumer Generated Media (CGM),
allows every user to be linked as author, editor,
customer and/or distributor of contents. Its increasing success has been estimated in (Horrigan,
2006): 35% of U.S. Internet users (about 48 million American adults) have provided at least one
UGC during 2006.
UGC is defined in (Vickery and WunschVincent, 2007) as “any kind of published content,
result of a not professional activity with creative
effort”. UGCs include blogs, wikis, digital video,
Internet broadcasting, mobile phone photography
and photograph sharing.
A classification of UGCs, partly based on
the schema introduced in (Blackshaw, 2005), is
reported in Table 1 and discussed in succession.
1. Blogs. Rich, unaided first-person narratives
across a host of topics; allowing user to
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Table 1. Classification of UGC applications
Blogs, Message boards and forums
Review/rating sites
Clubs or groups, Photo and Video sharing
Social networking
Collaborative authoring
Social bookmarking and knowledge sharing

2.

3.

enrich the published posts with UGC coming form heterogeneous sources available on
the Web. Blogs are one of the most powerful
UGC media; more specifically the support
of the syndication mechanism allows blogs
to share updates each other and to improve
and speed up the indexing activity of search
engines;
Message boards and forums. Evolution of
a previously available Web 1.0 communication tool, the bulletin board, empowered
by web access and interface. Such media
are focused on specific topics (e.g. politics,
lifestyle), products (e.g. cars, computers)
or brands. With respect to the blogging
platforms, which implements a one author
to many reviewers communication policy,
forum are based on a set of users acting as
authors, delegating if necessary the review
activity to a subset of administering users.
Forum platforms allow users to map their
reputation by means of, for example, number
of submitted messages, number of received
answers or time spent interacting with the
platform. Sites like Google Groups and
Yahoo Message Board provides access to
a collection of several different specialized
message boards.
Review/rating sites. Repositories of user
reviews with respect to a set of products
(e.g. movies, automobiles), people or services. Users can provide and share their
own experiences or evaluate the goodness

WordPress, Technorati, Blogger
Amazon, Tripadvisor, Epinions, Yelp, Ebay
Flickr, YouTube, GoogleVideo, DailyMotion, MetaCafè, PodZinger
LinkedIn, MySpace, Friendster, Facebook, SecondLife
Wikipedia, Google Docs, PBWiki, SlideShare
CiteULike, Connotea, CiteSeerX, Del.ici.ous, SharingPapers

4.

5.

6.

7.

and usefulness of the previously published
contents provided by other users
Clubs or groups. Highly focused and specialized sites, whose access is limited to a small
amount of participants, where different UGC
media can be integrated in order to exploit
the specific topic of interest.
Photo and Video sharing. Applications
that allow users to publish their own multimedia contents, and share such data each
other. Users can interact with the published
contents by means of voting, tagging or aggregation with their own contents; in this
way users add value to the available data
enriching them with some sort of collective intelligence (White, 2006), which can
be useful, for example, in content retrieval
and recommendation based on tags.
Collaborative authoring. Applications like
Wikipedia allow users to participate in a
collaborative way at the development of new
multimedia contents. Services like Google
Docs and SlideShare allow many different
users worldwide to share, edit and store a
set of documents simultaneously.
Social bookmarking and knowledge sharing. Web 2.0 applications can be used by
users to create, organize and share more
complex kind of UGC, like conceptual maps
or taxonomies, built connecting each other
available simpler contents.
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ACCEssING, ANALysING AND
EXTRACTING UGC: OPEN IssUEs
Web 2.0 is subject to several severe limitations
related, in particular, to retrieval and organization
of UGCs:
1.

2.

3.
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Information explosion overload. 44% of U.S.
Internet users are content creators (Horrigan,
2006) and the blogosphere is doubling in
size every 200 days and 120.000 new blogs
are being created each day (Sifry, 2007).
Available information retrieval mechanisms
are based on a feature representation approach. Such an approach does not provide
a full understanding of the content meaning
(e.g. keyword matching in textual documents
does not require any kind of semantic evaluation of the meaning expressed by the body
of a given document) and, especially in the
UGC environment, does not look at contents
in relation with the other available contents
shared by users. A user trying to satisfy
a specific information need can be easily
overwhelmed by the amount of retrieved
contents (Carlson, 2003).
Multimedia information overload. The
increasing availability of software tools for
the creation of multimedia contents allows
users to communicate in a more sophisticated
way by using rich media, which worsen the
problem of information retrieval. As a matter
of fact, rich contents like video and audio
blog, podcasts, video lessons, online radio
and Web TV and online repositories of multimedia contents (10 hours of new video are
uploaded every minute on YouTube (Sarno,
2008)) should be dealt with on the basis of
their real contents and not only by using
traditional methods i.e. by text descriptions
or tags indicated by the users.
Complexity in analyzing and managing an
open corpus of documents. UGC generates
an open corpus of documents (Micarelli et

4.

5.

al., 2007): these documents do not share a
common ontology and can constantly change
and expand, increasing in such a way the
complexity of knowledge management and
retrieval. Furthermore, the online participation of people generates information in the
form of comments and conversations without
a specific structure and often characterized
by an informal language. One single Web
page, indexed by a search engine as a single
document, can host hundreds of opinions;
this increases the difficulty of analysis and
extraction of knowledge.
Difficulty in measuring information trust
and quality. With the growing number of
producers of contents, also the need to obtain
a measure of credibility of online information
becomes ever more pressing to maintain the
accuracy of search engines. For example,
the information contained in a discussion
is produced by different individuals, usually
anonymous, difficult to identify and whose
credibility is hard to measure (Anderson,
2007).
Lacking of personalization. A few search
engines provide mechanisms that can adapt
to the user actions and information needs. As
the amount of information provided to the
user becomes larger, unnecessary information can lead to difficulties in fulfilling his/
her specific information need. Personalized
systems are aimed to overcome this overload
problem by building, managing, and representing information adapted for individual
users (Gauch et.al., 2007). In spite of the
fact that personalized systems improves
the systems efficiency, effectiveness and
usability, the existing techniques for adaptation and personalization of contents and
navigation have proven their success in the
case of finite corpus of documents. But the
use of these techniques for open corpus is
still to develop (Brusilovsky and Henze,
2007; Brusilovsky and Tasso, 2004).
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6.

Flatness of folksonomies. Social tagging is
a flat mechanism, often ambiguous. People
preferences over selection of tags may
change as new trends keep evolving, this
uncontrolled vocabulary used in folksonomies is creating a situation where effective
classification and information management
is hindered or slowed down. At present we are
lacking in specific models to highlight and
organize emergent folksonomies (Dattolo
et al. 2008; Noruzi, 2006).

TECHNIQUEs FOR ACCEssING,
ANALysING AND EXTRACTING UGC
This section proposes a brief look of the most
promising lines of research in information retrieval, machine learning and data mining fields,
aimed at improving the understanding of the
specific semantic of UGCs.

Intelligent scraping systems
The first problem that needs to be solved in order
to extract information and knowledge from the
UGC is to obtain the raw data (conversations
on forums, posts on blogs, comments, etc.) on
to which carry out the analysis. The syndication
mechanism can provide an important advice in
order to solve the problem of access to raw data,
by means of integration with standards used for
notification of update taking place on a UGC, like
RSS, Atom or other feed protocols). However only
part of the content delivery platforms available
on the Web implements the syndication approach.
On the other hand, when contents delivery is
achieved by a traditional server-push, client-pull
mechanism, a different approach to scraping must
be adopted.
A scraping system browses automatically a set
of heterogeneous sources, identifies new pieces
of information (e.g. a newly published post into a
blog), filters out the sections of the selected web

page which do not carry any relevant data (e.g.
ads, navigation bars) and extracts the information
contained in the page (e.g. date, title, author).
Traditional scraping activity is achieved by means
of textual analysis of the source code of each
selected web page; more specifically analysis
can be exploited by means of regular expressions or navigation of the page representation
as a tree structure. Both approaches to scraping
activity are based on a manually defined set of
knowledge, used to navigate automatically and
extract the right information. More sophisticated
approaches, based on machine learning, are aimed
at understanding automatically the structure of
relevant data into a set of web pages retrieved
from a specific source (Reis et al., 2004).

Collaborative Filtering services
Social filtering, used in the past for content recommendation (Resnick and Varian, 1997) and
electronic commerce (Schafer et.al., 1999), has
gained an important role as core technology of
many Web 2.0 applications, caused partly by the
availability of large community of users, which
participate in a Web 2.0 environment. Social
search engines employ people’s contributions
to determine the importance of information, in
contrast with the traditional approaches based on
keyword occurrences and link analysis ranking.
Several different Web 2.0 systems implement
collaborative filtering mechanisms:
1.

2.

3.

systems of questions and answers (e.g.
Yahoo! Answer, MSN Live Qn, Amazon
AskVille, Yedda, Answerbag);
systems of social bookmarking for the
organization of links (e.g. del.icio.us, Furl,
Simpy) or those specialised on specific
domains (e.g. Citeulike, devoted to tagging
and organization of scientific papers);
systems for specialized and personalized
research, whereby the users put their experience at the service of a specific domain and
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suggest lists of relevant sources (Hammond
et.al., 2005).

2.

The search takes place only within a list of
trusted sources suggested by the users. Systems
of social bookmarks represent an attempt to improving Web search and to solve the problem of
information overload (Yanbe et.al., 2007) but currently have too limited sizes to gain a significant
impact (Heymann et.al., 2008).

sentiment Analysis and
Opinion Mining
One of the promising research fields concerning
semantic evaluation of Web 2.0 contents is related
with the activity of identification and classification of the author’s emotional and private issues
(also referred as subjectivity) (Wilson et.al., 2004).
Subjectivity can be seen as a rating indicator able
to evaluate the amount of subjective information
expressed by the text.
Many factors influence the subjectivity expressed by the author of a text, such as thoughts,
experiences, motivation and interests and, mainly,
positive and negative sentiments; all these elements constitute the so-called private state of a
person (Wiebe et.al., 2001).
The subjectivity identification task oriented
on sentiments, in terms of expressed polarity, is
defined sentiment (or opinion polarity) analysis
(Salvetti et.al., 2004). It may also be seen as a
specialized way to perform Information Extraction, focusing on specific entities carrying the
semantic of subjectivity expressed by the author
of a UGC.
SA can be specialized in a several different
task, aimed at:
1.
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assigning a subjectivity score to an input
content, classifying it as objective or subjective, with respect to a set of previously
evaluated subjectivity clues (Wiebe et.al.,
2004).

3.

evaluating the polarity of opinions expressed
in the contents labeled as subjective during
the previous task. Many researches exploited
this problem (Casoto et. al., 2008a; Casoto
et. al., 2008c; Pang, 2002; Turney, 2002;
Liu, 2005; Gamon, 2005) proposing several
supervised and unsupervised approaches. In
particular, all these researches experimentally prove how such polarity classifiers, based
on machine learning, may reach satisfactory
results in terms of precision when applied
to restricted domain and domain dependent
corpus.
monitoring, by means of sentiment timelines,
the trends in opinions related with specific
entities, like users, places, concepts etc..
Sentiment timelines, at the same time, can
be targeted to analyze the set of opinions
expressed by a given user over time. Such
as representation may be used to inference
hypothesis about the private state of the user
and enrich the profile describing the user,
in addition to the knowledge that arises
from monitoring user’s interactions with
the network and its contents.
7. Examples of applications implementing the SA process applied to UGC
are OpinMind (http://www.opinmind.
com) and Swotti (http://www.swotti.
com). Opinmind is an opinion-driven
search engine, based on a crawler,
aimed at identifying and extracting
opinions from textual contents available on the Web. The extracted opinions
are evaluated with respect to specific
polarity-bearing terms and classified as
positive or negative. Users can enquire
the system; relevant results are ranked
and represented in a two columns table
separating positive form negative opinions concerning the submitted query,
Swotti is similar to Opinmind but
focused on a smaller domain, related
with merchandising; Swotti extracts
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opinions from customers review sites,
evaluates them by means of simple
sentiment analysis heuristics, and aggregates the results with commercial
data retrieved from several sources,
such as the image collection provided
by Google.

Cognitive Filtering
Cognitive filtering applied to UGC is one of
the solutions adoptable in order to overcome the
problem of information overload when accessing
Web 2.0 contents. In particular cognitive filtering can be seen as a set of techniques aimed at
identifying a subset of relevant items from a set
of heterogeneous information sources, like, for
example, a review site, a blog or a UGC repository. Cognitive filtering has been during the last
ten years the leading research field of our artificial
intelligence laboratory (Casoto et. al., 2008b);
more specifically a specific set of instruments,
the ifMONITOR (http://ifportal24.infofactory.it)
tools, have been developed in order to cope with
the requirements expressed by users interested in
information access.
Based on a multi-agent architecture, ifMONITOR is devoted to cognitive filtering of
textual contents, retrieved from several different
sources available on the Web (sites, repositories
of structured information) of from specific digital
libraries or collection of contents. The crawlers
which constitute the lower level of the ifMONITOR architecture, described in detail in (Asnicar,
1997), browse the available sources and extract,
by means of an integrated intelligent scraping
system, potentially relevant pieces of textual
information, filtering out ads and navigational
markup. Extracted data is matched against a set
of manually or automatically defined cognitive
profiles; document relevant with respect to at least
one profile is tagged and delivered to the upper
levels of the architecture. Document matching is
achieved by means of the IFT algorithm (Minio

and Tasso, 1996). IFT is able to represent both
cognitive profiles and input data as semantic networks, constituted by cells, representing concepts,
and edges, representing semantic relations occurring between concepts. Actually ifMONITOR
supports the following concept representations:
single terms, multi-terms and stems. IfMONITOR
evaluates the similarity between the representation
provided by the IFT algorithm and tags the input
data accordingly with the results.
Relevant documents can be provided, by
means of a service oriented approach, to several
applications devoted to document management
and delivery or publication. User can interact with
the collection of relevant documents by means
of such tools. One of the latest improvements
applied to ifMONITOR concerns the ability to
automatically extract tags from the semantic
network representation of a given document. In
this way we are allowed to perform two different
kind of Web 2.0 activities: automatic tagging of
textual UGCs harvested from an heterogeneous
set of sources, based on the relevant concepts
appearing into the content and, consequently,
publication of the relevant retrieved items into
existing Web 2.0 platforms. This last approach
allow us to adopt ifMONITOR as an intelligent
data aggregator, able to merge relevant contents
and share them by means of common used Web
2.0 applications.

HARNEssING UGC: FUTURE
TRENDs AND ECONOMIC
IMPLICATIONs
The development of UGC is characterized by
important economic implications, discussed in
next subsections.
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New Hardware and software
Requirements
The hardware producers could not ignore the
emergent needs of people to share their thoughts
and their knowledge online; the consumer market
witnessed the introduction of new gadgets (e.g.
phones, digital cameras, PDA) endowed with
special features for the integration with the new
user generated media.
As an example let’s think of the peculiar
features of some devices for uploading contents
directly to online contents aggregators such as
YouTube and Flickr. Furthermore a lot of new
software systems allow the use of a person’s mobile
device to access his preferred social network or
to publish in his personal blog.
New software houses are been setup leveraging on new software tools (e.g. like iWeb) which
aim at simplifying the creation of contents (also
multimedia like video and podcast) and their
quicker distribution on the net.

New Tools for the Exploitation of
UGC on the Traditional Media
New businesses are been set up and allow users
to employ their own digital contents to create
paper publications and distribute them completely
bypassing the traditional distribution channels.
We are here referring to systems like MyPublisher or Lulu, which allow users to create and sell
paper books starting from the digital contents of
a person’s blog. A different economic impact of
UGC on traditional media derives from the new
possibility of producing and selling digital contents
avoiding completely the traditional distribution
and promotion systems. For example, it is ever
more frequent that a person derives a book from
his blog, which is then sold directly as a pdf on a
person to person way of business (e.g. the books
‘save the pixel’ by Ben Hunt’s or ‘Getting Real’
by 37signals).
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Also the traditional media are now employing
UGC to increase their value. For example iReport
of CNN has a community with over 80.000 users
(iReporters) who can submit their articles and
enjoy visibility on the CNN online channel. By
publishing more than 1000 articles every month
it has become an online newspaper completely
written by the users.

New Ways of Advertising
The contents produced by the users are progressively becoming a real media. This has other
economic implications arising from their use by
the sector of the online advertisement. The business models in this area are several and diverse:
users which include in their blogs sponsored
links (Google AdSense, Feedburner etc.); content aggregators which include Ads between the
contents uploaded by the users (YouTube Video
Ads); systems which organize open contests for
the creation of new advertisement campaigns and
pay the winners (OpenAd, BlogBang); communities of bloggers who are paid to write articles to
promote specific products or services under cover
(PayPerPost).

New Means to Exploit the
Information Produced by the Users
One of the most important features of the UGC
is the possibility to access and analyze the spontaneous conversations of the users deriving new
strategic knowledge of value to various areas of
companies and organizations more in general.
Thanks to the new technologies, being developed for the retrieval, monitoring and semantic
analysis of discussions in web forums, of articles
and comments in blogs, of documents, podcast
and videos uploaded by the web users, it is possible to derive strategic information for different
business functions.
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business Intelligence
In this area the applications are very numerous.
Ever more often the rumors are born on the net
and only later reported by traditional media. Companies and non-profit organizations can increase
the knowledge base for their strategic decisions by
monitoring the Web in search of information on
competitors, market changes, new technologies,
violation of intellectual property (Kassel, 2001).
Insiders can publish online secured information
about the company, a new prototype, new ideas and
business strategies. The rumors spread on the net
are then aggregated on web sites and specialized
communities (e.g. MacRumors, AppleInsider). By
monitoring this information it is possible to get
insights on new products, materials and financial
strategies of the competitors, to identify new
potential competitors, to monitor the updates in
their prices, and to detect the transformations in
the market just in time.

Marketing
New forms of promotions are been developed
within the so-called word of mouth marketing
(Womma, 2006; Gillin, 2007), which employ the
users’ conversations to diffuse specific messages
and values of the company. In this area, specific
``listening instruments” are fundamental which
allow to:
•

•

•

•

identify online information sources to
monitor and analyze a company’s credibility and influence on the net;
continuously monitor the opinions and
conversation identifying just in time new
relevant information;
filter discussions on the basis of their contents, accessing their relevance and classifying, for example, by topic;
analyze the polarity of opinions (positive
or negative) on the basis of specific parameters of the brand product or service, which

is being analyzed (e.g. for a cell phone, it
is possible to classify the opinions on the
basis on quality of display, durability of the
battery, etc.)

Extract Relevant Information
New systems of information extraction can be
used to detect the citations of concurrent products,
like names, prices, people names, geographic
locations (Pudota et. al., 2008). The information
can then be organized so as to offer an immediate
glance on the most frequent concepts, the most
cited products, the price range, etc..
Identify the opinion leaders and influencers
of the community by analyzing the structure of a
conversation and detecting the most active person
in a specific forum on a specific topic. By assessing
the polarity of each post it is possible to identify
users particularly close to a certain brand and
active in its promotion. Users like these, called
influencers, can be of great value both if included
in an online promotional activity of a new product
and if involved in its development, for example
to test new prototypes.
Identify the chains of dangerous information,
that is, discussions that include misinformation
or negative opinions or real defaming campaigns
by unsatisfied users or competitors who pretend
they are simple surfers and who spoil the brand.
Companies cannot ignore situations of this type.
In this case, it is important to be endowed with
instruments, which highlight the presence of this
type of activities to quickly respond and reduce
the risk of a viral diffusion of misleading and
dangerous information.
To measure the effects of a company’s marketing actions, that is, to obtain from the analysis
of UGC a clear and measurable indication of
the positioning relative to the competitors and
to trace down the modifications day by day as a
consequence of specific online and offline promotional activities.
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Product Development
One of the most innovative developments of Web
2.0, is the attempt to employ the user innovator
(VonHippel, 1988). The user innovator is a user with
new ideas for a development of a new product who
is being included in the value chain of the company
and of the product lifecycle (Wikstrom, 1996) in
order to gain useful knowledge for the improvement of an existing product or for the engineering
of a new one. The philosophy of managing ideas
external to the company and with the potential of
bringing innovation it is called Open Innovation
(Chesbrough, 2005): it represents a new model of
co-engineering of innovations. In this model the
user (very often an online user) is being involved
in all or some of the following phases:
1.

2.

3.
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Preliminary conception of the idea. It is the
phase of idea development of a new product
or identification and analysis of new trends
and needs to satisfy. The Web 2.0, characterized by the active participation of the users, is
very useful and allows to employ traditional
instruments such as forums, blogs and wikies
to manage a community of users close to a
certain brand and involve them in different
activities to generate new ideas to improve
existing products or inventing new ones.
Design and engineering. Thanks to new
technologies of rapid prototyping it is possible to involve the users in the evaluation
of prototype of products. In this case the
community becomes a focus group aimed at
producing ideas and improvement insights.
The producing company keeps improving
the product until it gets the consensus by
the community, which is often made up of
thousands of customers.
Production. In some rare cases it is possible to
delegate to the user also the production of the
product. In this case, the examples are manly
of digital products like photo (iStockphoto),
video (Shutterstock Footage), graphics

4.

5.

(Monster Templates), applications (iPhone
Apps MarketPlace), promotional campaigns
(Openad). There are also marketplaces where
those who produce innovative ideas aimed
at solving specific companies’ problems (innocentive) can gain money or communities
involved in the conception, engineering and
collaborative realization of new products (the
oscar project).
Testing. A newly released product can be
distributed to a number of users in order to be
tested. Several are the examples in the filed
of software systems and web services where
the users can freely try a service or a software
application and share their impressions in a
reserved community.
Promotion. The word of mouth marketing is
becoming an important promotional instrument of a product or service. This central
idea is to give the users the freedom to report
their own personal experience with the use
of a specific product/service so that their
enthusiasm influences many others.

In the product development area it is also necessary to cite the development of the personalization
system of the product itself. Today it is possible to
configure in a personalized way a car, to assembly
online a PC by choosing the various parts on the
basis of personal needs (Dell) or build a musical
compilation, which can then be voted by the other
users and sold (iTunes iMix). Moreover, there are
also several online systems which produce and sell
a product completely engineered by a user such as
mugs or T-shirts, or even more sophisticated products such as furniture and various gadget assembled
from more simple parts (ponoko.com).

CONCLUsION
The explosive growth of user generated content as
the prevailing form on the Web has raised several
questions for the most effective approaches to
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processes it; in fact, current technologies (exploited
in Web 2.0) are not at all adequate to solve basic
fundamental problems which are present in Web 2.0
even more than they were in Web 1.0: information
explosion and overload, accuracy of retrieval tools,
adaptive personalization, semantics of (textual)
information.
Metadata are available in the form of tags,
reviews, comments and recommendations, and
could become invaluable in helping highly variable
quality of content that end users are expecting.
The concept of quality in Web 2.0 has changed
with respect to the decentralized and collaborative
nature of the available contents. The absence of
a centralized authority able to grant the quality
of information and the ever-growing amount of
available contents are leading to the idea of good
enough information, having not been validated
formally by an expert but accepted by a community
of thousands of inexpert or practitioners users.
This has given a new platform to researchers and
developers to explore innovative ways for designing specific models to highlight and organize these
emergent metadata.
This chapter has presented some open issues and
indicated some emergent and innovative research
lines to solve them by means of more sophisticated approaches, based on intelligent Web 3.0
techniques, moving beyond key-word matching
and databases, towards deeper natural language
understanding, machine learning, knowledge representation, and knowledge bases.
In adding, in order to make more complete the
discussion, we have highlighting economic implications of Web 2.0 and their roles in next future.
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KEy TERMs AND DEFINITIONs
Business Intelligence: Broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, storing,
analyzing, and providing access to data to help
enterprise users make better business decisions
Cognitive Filtering: Technique in which the
description of a document is matched against a
user profile where descriptions relate to static
autonomous properties.
Collective Intelligence: Natural product of
the independent opinions or behaviors of diverse
individuals or groups in a decentralized system
(flock, market, guessing game) that aggregates
those opinions or behaviors. It is the intelligence
of a collective, which arises from one or more
sources
Folksonomies: Contraction of folk (person)
and taxonomy, a folksonomy is a decentralized,
social approach to creating classification data
(metadata)
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Information Extraction: The act of automatically extracting structured information, i.e.
categorized and contextually and semantically
well-defined data, from unstructured machinereadable documents
Ontology: An ontology is a collection of
concepts and relations among them, based on
the principles of classes, identified by categories,
properties that are different aspects of the class and
instances that are the things
Opinion Mining (Sentiment Mining, Opinion/Sentiment Extraction): Area of research that
attempts to make automatic systems to determine
human opinion from text written in natural language
Semantic Web: Abstract representation of
data on the World Wide Web, based on the RDF
standards. It is an extension of the current Web
that provides an easier way to find, share, reuse
and combine information more easily
User Generated Content (UGC): UGC refers
to various kinds of media content, publicly available, that are produced by end-users. It reflects
the expansion of media production through new
technologies that are accessible and affordable to
the general public these include digital video blogging, podcasting, news, gossip, research, mobile
phone photography and wikis. In addition to these
technologies, user generated content may also
employ a combination of open source, free software, and flexible licensing or related agreements
to further diminish the barriers to collaboration,
skill-building and discovery

